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7000 Operating Techniques Memo No. 1 

SUBJECT: 7000 Operating Philosophies 

1. why^ New Operating Philosophiee are Needed for 3000 Computers. 

To many computer cognoscenti who hrve contemplated the plans for 
7000 SerieB computers, such machines r e e m  to be merely e ~ p e r - 7 0 4 ~ ~ .  
To theee people there i e  no question but that the new machine installations 
will be operated in the aame manner a o  the bea t  of preeent 704 installations 
a re .  Thiht point of view i c  quite natural, but it seems unrealistic in face of 
the magnitude of the differences between the 704-709 and the 7000 computers. 

In the f i re t  place, a change in  performance by a factor ten to one-
hundred is alone sufficient to change the kind of problems that can be done 
and the optimum method of doing them. In the second place, the 7000 
computer8 incorporate many changes of kind ao well  ae  degree: the exchange, 
variable field length binary operatione, the connective instructions, the 
interruption and addrsaa monitoring syrstemal, the interpretive console, etc. 

The safest and indeed morst conservative aaswnptfon ir  that 7000 
operating techniquer will be different from 700 techniques, jurt a8 the latter 
differ from 650 techniques. It is the purpoaa of this memorandum to explore 
the elements in which the new techniques aeem moat likely to differ from the 
old. By this exploration one can identify the difficulties, in both hardware 
and programming, that cseparats UB from new and valuable operating techniques. 

1. 1 Efficiency ). 

The key question to be used in evaluating any computing system and any 
operating procedure i r  that of problem-eolving efficiency: How much cloea the 
computer, as operated, help eeople solve p o k e m a  ? Thicl efficiency has 
often been confueed with efficiency of machine utilfsation; but on@ muet re-
member that it is the man and the-machine who accomplish useful reeults. 
The object is to madmize t h o  total output of the man-machine problem-solving 
system. The reason^ why most efficient machine utilization i e  not eynanymous

c;; with most effective machine utilisation a re  explored in the second m e m o  of this 
seriea. 
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Present operating technique seems, in m n y  C B S ~ S ,to be based on 
this confusion between efficient problem-solving and tfficitnt machine 
utilieation. In fact, one often ie  arruaeed by the extent to which man's 
erstwhile tool dictatea his actions. The quesltion of "Who is boss ? doe@ 
not yet quite apply, but the quertion is no longer whimsical. 

1.2 Tho Computer as a. Tool 

Early calculators were unquestionably proper toole: extensions of 
the uaer'e, personality. W i t h  a desk calculator one is intimately aware of 
the innermost workings of thp problem-solving proce88, and this commu-
nicativeness of the machine leads one to discover many unexpected thinge. 
Furthermore, the machine uclually perfarme eatiefactorily; i .e. a it does 
what tho uaer really desires. 

One can Pray that a computing machine is obedient if it does a8 told. 
Moat modern machines are rsatiefactory in thie xeepect, most of the time. 

The degree to which OL machine is underatandin& depends upon the ease 
with which the urer can specify a given task to the machine. As machineo 
have become fasrter, programming syotems euch as FORTRAN and machine 
features euch as indexing have made computers mare understanding. 

Satiefactorinc9aj e3 involve6 more than obedience and understanding, 
however. A 704 is lsfse satirfactory than a deek calculator in the 81enie 
that the user i e  lesa apt t o  get what he wants on the first (or nth) attempt. 
This paradox deserve8 a little exploration. 

A 704 ie  a a  obedient ae a desk calculator, or almost 80 .  Moat of the, 
time it executes instructions as opecifiod. A 704 is more understanding 
than OL desk calculator: it IpL easier to specify an iterative process to it, 
for example. The cause of the difference in satldactorfneae lies not 
directly in the machine i t e d f ,  but in the problrmr one specifies for the 
machine. But, in practice, if not in theory, the nature of the problem one 
attempte on a computer is iteelf a function of the computqr. Therefore, 
satiefactorineer, although apparently an indirect and contrived measure 
of & machine, is in fact a pertinent and meaningful qwuure. 

The essential concept in this way of looking at thingle i e  that of a 
reacsonable problem for sr given machine. By a reasonable problem we mean 
one which is both practical and worthy. The reaeanahle problem for a more 
powerful machine is consequently more difficult. Since the ease with which 
a given problem can be specified has only rlightly increancbd as computers 
have eyolved, and Prince metchine power h a m  incrcaaed rapidly, it fellows 
that the ease with which a reasonable problem is rpecified has been rteadily 
diminishing. 
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Speaking anthropomor$hically, one might say that aince QUI mare 
powerful machine8 challenge us to attempt more and mare complex problems, 
they should correspondingly offer more and more help in the diff$curt task of 
specifying problems fully, In more prosaic tcrrne, one might asy that this 
part of the computing art has not developed so rapidly as the deaign of arith-
metic unite, and that itlr underdevelopment ie  hampering our sffarctiva urcs of 
more iaophiaticated hardware. In any cam, the problem of succeesfuily 
specifying more and more complex computer taoko is a real one, arnd the 
only practical aolution is for the burden to be incrsaaringly shifted to  the 
computer * 

In part this can be accomplished by continuing t o  improva, the under-
artanding of computers. Better instruction sate and more sophisticated pao-
gramming systems can do thils. Such an improvement only helps the umx 
t o  specify his wiahee more simply, however, and tho!real difficulty I0 in 
formulating hie wishes precisely. 

HQWcan the comp@sr be improved so &at' it WUaarsist in th is  tsark? 
At pressent, the most obvious answer is to incrarroab its conununicativenerri 
i .e . ,  the e w e  with which it can give information to the uaer fn the form he 
most readily can aesimflata. Since it ie from obaervation of the result8 of faulty 
problem bpecification that one formulates more precioe specification, inerearcad 
awareneee of the, inner wcakinga of a problem is the obvious need, 

- 1(-I 
Aa machine power and problem complexity incream, satisfactoriness 

diminirhes; a8 satfefactorinese dtminiahee, the need for communicativenese 
on the machine's part increaeea. The uatfr must progresrivdy subatitults 
knowledge ofwhat ier happening for hie diminishing faith that ku Se wall. ha 
spite of this need, satiefactarinsas and conununicativeneea have illminitshed 
together in the evolution d computers. 

At firet glance, the dimintrtioq of communicativanaae eeems to  bat 
inexorably linked to the evolution of increolesd computer power. CommunSca-
tion implies reaction by the man, but the reaction time of the xnafz ie  long in 
comparison to machine time. Therefore, the cost af waiting for human re-
action has increaeed with increasing machine pawer. As a moult ,  thore b e  
been a tendency to limit communication to a urnall numbex of OCCW~QW which 
are eeparated by considerable unmsnitoxed computer activity. 

The trend to  faat& cornputex speed8 iterelf fa not apt to  be revezmd, Aa 
Ispqedle go up, coslt per operation comes down. As aped# go up, the s t m  of 
prbblema that can be solved in IL reasonable elsrpaed time also increaues). 
Because of these fact#, machine and human reaction apecads will continue to 
move apart. 

L 
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The separation of machine and human reaction times moaw that com-

munication costa more, if and only if the machina waits idly for the hwnaa 
to react, Communicortiveneae can become cheap again if a wchins  io  ruf-
ficiantly powerful 60 that it can do something else while the h- ul~qr 
rerctrr, There is reason to  believe that the 7000 computers aro thispowerful. 

1.3 why Cornmuricate? 

There are several reasone why the super-704 operating phUorpopby is 
inadequate for 7000 computer systems, All stem from the lack of communi-
cativeness of the computer when I P D  operated. 

The first reason why present philosophy cannot be isuccersrfully extra-
polated to fill all 7000 need8 is that it is already inadequate in many 70.8 
applications. Thla inadequacy i r s  felt mo& keenly in applications that consist 
largely of debugging. Here the lack of contact between u ~ e rand maerbiae 
deprives the umr of valuable knowiedga ~ L Sto what happened m d  c a u ~ e othe 
machine to  be operated at length on warthlalss taoka. This i a  true of both 
code debugging and of mathematical process debugging. AJmost all progrrm-
MBFS would agree that debugging progress is mueh more a function of the 
number of computer runi kmde (i.e. I comn;lunic&tivrt hateradons) than of 

{ \  
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the computer -time ueed. Similarly, the moat common reason enginears' 1 

give for preferring andog COmpu#etrS to digital computers iss the extent to 
which communicative interaction is posaibls in analog ca.lcul,&oa. 

The second reason i a  that many taslka now done ozrtisfactorily with 
limited communication will  demand sharply mom communication when the 
tasks are extrapolated. 3r"xtrapdation of preeent taarks will consiet 
in part of simple expansion of tho number of pointa computed, number of 
c a m s  avsluatod, otc. This expansion wil l  mean m r e  vdurnfnoua outputs 
that must be comprehended. Extrapolationvpillalao mean that more complex 
tasks will be undertaken, extra dimendons conoidered, etc.  so that the 
difficulty of reconstructiag a dynamic event from a static output print w i l l  be 
magnified. Both of these effects w i l l  make the need for dynamic obscsrvation 
(i.e .  , frequent communication) of mathematical processes more acute. 330th 
will make the need for graphical and pictoxol output n c ~ o l c l tprcecaing, 

The third reason why extrapolated 300 aeries aparating philosophy Will 
be inadequate iol that whole new area8 of application wfU bring problems not 
satisfactorily eolved in 700 sreriesr computesera. The rnsslt obvious of tau& new 
applicathns axe those generally called "real time'' and %aterrgratedhta pro-
ceB 8ing . 
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Tkese applications are new largely because, the 700 sariee lack the 

eommwlicativeneaB they inherently require. Tba 700 ecrriee machines are 
deetgned to constitute complete: eyrtems with xydimentary facilithpr for 
communicating with the rest of the world. The central concept of real ti-
operation and of integrated data procesoing i i  that of a computer a n  part of 
a larger system, with frequent and voltminow communlcatian betwean it 
and other eyste m  componentI. 

Since the 7000 nreritsa hardware bas been explicitly planned to aufficcb 
fox such new applications, it remains to develop new operating t echniquar~ 
to meet the needs of the applications and t o  take advantage of the new 
machine features. 

I 

2. Made8 of Operatibn - How and Why 

One can distinguish at least six modee of operating P computer such a6 
the 9000s.  Each of these i e  useful and desirable in some applications, Each 
makes distinct demand8 upon supervisory program and upon input -output 
facilitius, W e  shaU classify them by whether the machine i s  attendiad by 
users, by servants (such as operators), or by no one. We further divide the 
meaning of  attended into two classes: attention at the central cornpatar and 
attention at some remote input -output device ' Any configuration of input -
output devices at a single remote operating station or tocatdon will be called 
an apparent machine. 

The s i x  modes of operating that are here dietinguiehad are shown in the 
following table: 

-Mode Attending at Attending at Apparent 
Machine Machine 

1 Servants None 

2 None None 

3 Users None 

4 Servants, users None 

5 Servants Usere 

None UPrera 
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The first mode is that w e d  in many 704 inrtallations. As such it is 
deacribsd in detail in Operating Techniques Memo No. 2, and equipment 
implications are discussed there. There is no doubt that this eort of operaw 
tion will  continue t o  be standard practice for production runs in acientiflc 
computing centers and off-line data proceaoing installations, It $8 questionable 
whether this mode will  continue to  be standard for debugging runs, 

The second mode is an extension of the firet in which crufficient facilities 
are provided to permit the machine to be operated on production problanar for 
extended periods without any human attention. This was discusaed in detail 
in Stretch Memo No. 47 of October 12,  1956, which point8 out the necessity 
for a real-time clock, an Interruption system, addrees protection, and special 
aids for supervisory programs. These have accordingly been provided in the 
machine and the largest remaining task is the development of the supervisory 
programming techniques themselves, 

The third mode is widely used for machine8 smaller than the 700 seriars. 
The uaer has ful l  access to the power of the machine, and ha does the manual 
tataks required in the entry and removal of data. This type of operatian Will be 
most useful in small 7000 inetallatione where a production problem rsharers the 
machine with a problem in whose solution the user participates. 

0 T h e fourth mode will be more common. Here there will be operators to 
do the tasks required by the production-type problems and there will also ba 
user  communication with the machine on his problem, 

The fifth mode calls for  the users  to be removed from the'actual machine 
t o  an apparent machine. This has several advantages over the fourth m d e ,  
even when the users are removed only t o  an adjacent room. One i a  the elimi-
nation of the mutual interference of u m r e  and eervante with each others' work. 
Another is the freeing of the uaer from the psychological pressure$ cau8rd by 
the physical presence of a big (and expensive) computing machine. 

More important, the fifth and sixth modes of operation axe those asuitable 
for real-time control applications, for program debugging procedure8 in which 
the machine is  used dynamically, for scientific computation in which the uaer 
and the machine jointly find solutions, and for integrated business applicationlr 
which operate on-line, 

3. Technical Problems in Developing O pcrating Modes-

3 . 1  Epufpment Problemr 

0 The computer features that wi l l  be needed for the several forsesssnble 
modes of operation have been specified already and are included in the computer. 
These include the clock, the non-epecialfsed exchange, the interruption ~yt~tern, 
the,address protectibn eystem, the execution instructions, etc. 
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The equipment features whose specificatfans &re ndt yet complete are 
all input -output devices, even though not all opepate through the exchange!. 
These are: 

1 .  	The programmer's console and inquiry station. These have been 
fully specified electrically. What remains to  be dona is the physical 
layout, which demands 80- unconventional, hurnan engineering. 
Here we muet aneider the characterirtka of the operator not only 
as  a trained human being, but also as a computer user whom awn 
brain is directing the whole system. 

2. 	The set of switches and lights that actually control the computer, 
such as POWER ON and POWER OFF, 

3.  	A monitoring loudspeaker to convert pukes patterna to audible rri;$wle, 

4 .  	A device for graphically displaying data on-line and in real time. 

5 .  	A high-capacity, medium speed disk unit. 

3.2 Pro_lgrammin~robleme 

The programming techniques necessary f o r  the several operating modem 
are being developed very slowly. Moat IBM programming effort is now going 
into the achievement of the routine things we know how t o  do, such as assembly 
programs, rather than the solution of the major new problems. Theee prob-
lems eeem to be: 

1, 	Planning a system for the efficient performance of a supervisory 
program which will not burden the coder of subject programs, 
This is the ttunSaupcrvisor" problem, and it has been extensively 
and productively coneidered by E.  F,Codd and E.McDonough. 
It is not yet fully arolvcsd. 

2. 	Planning a system for on-machine debugging ueing the ptogrsmmerte 
console. This include8 specification and writing of a typical consoled 
defining routine. This problem is being attack& by R. F.Arnold 
a n d F .  P. Brooks. 

3 .  	Planning a system for operating eeveral programs at once in an 
interlaced manner. Thia ier the 8'mdtiprogrmmming1~ Inprobiem, 
i t s  simplest form it includes a ayatem for controlling ttperiphcrrallt 
input-output while an unrelated problem rune. 
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4. 	Planning a system fox recompiling progrurne BQ as to  changer the 

location and amount of memory used. Thisl is the "memory allo-
cation problem, and it is the moet eerioue component problem in 
the rati&ctory solution of the multiprogrammfng problem, 

5. Planning an editing eystem which will convert row data into properly 
edited reports and graphical dieplaye upon receipt of a mfnirnurn of 
request information. Thia ie neceseary for 4r#odss of operation, 
other than debugging, that involve interaction$ betwean the umr and 
the problem. 

6 .  	Planning a system f o r  scheduling and allocating inputhoutput units 
,I I 

among several program@,both for thom modes in which actual 
problem computation ie interlaced and those madata in which the 
computational parte of problame ore completely sequential, 

All of these probleme, and indeed most problems of operating technique, 
could be considered t o  lie outside the province of Product Planning and Product 
Development. However, the operating t echnique 18 as much a part of a new 
computer product als is  the hardware i tse l f ,  In the present case, development 
of new techniques promises to increase the ueefulneee and applicability of our 

c) 
7000 hardware by a large factor. Until this is more widely appreciated, it i e  
incumbent upon those who understand the philosophy of 7000 syletemar to explore 
these areas. .*  . 

F,P,Braoks, Jr ,  
Advisory Engineer 
Praject 7000 Planning 
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